
OLD WORLD SUITE™

HOPE’S NEW PRODUCT LINE COMBINES OLD WORLD STYLE WITH MODERN PERFORMANCE

This suite of window and door 

profi les pays tribute to our century-

plus legacy as a custom fabricator 

and our prominent expertise in 

historic preservation.

”
Brian Whalen

Vice President / Sales

Hope’s Windows, Inc.

“

HOPE’S® INTRODUCES OLD WORLD SUITE™ STEEL WINDOWS AND DOORS

JAMESTOWN, NY — Hope’s® Windows, Inc., the nation’s largest and most experienced manufacturer of custom, solid hot-rolled steel 

and bronze window and door systems, is pleased to announce the release of their fully developed, tested and certifi ed product line – 

Hope’s Old World Suite™. The new product, with its incredibly thin and elegant arrow-shaped steel frame profi les, represents a return to 

Old World style with the benefi t of over 100 years of advancements in modern performance.

“This suite of window and door profi les pays tribute to our century-plus legacy as a custom fabricator and our prominent expertise in 

historic preservation,” says Brian Whalen, Hope’s Vice President of Sales. “We have combined the unique aesthetics of an early 1900’s 

era hot-rolled steel product with the strength and performance to meet present-day building code criteria. The result is a one-of-a-kind 

luxury window and door system, particularly well suited for the residential market.”

Hope’s Old World Suite’s steel profi les closely resemble the ‘three-point casement’ profi les that were routinely in use by the company in 

the early 20th century. More recently, Hope’s developed new, modern steel arrow-shaped profi les in response to a need for historically 

accurate, high-performance replacement steel windows for a restoration project at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard. The resulting steel 

profi les replicated and preserved the visual features of the historic buildings.

The popularity of these profi les quickly grew in the luxury residential market, thus challenging Hope’s to develop a full product suite. 

Old World Suite is the culmination of over a century of technological innovation: a complete product line that combines the striking visual 

appearance of the past with performance of the present, including Hope’s innovative

Thermal Evolution™ technology.



Old World Suite steel windows and doors offer extremely narrow 

sightlines with the ability to accept monolithic or insulted glass for 

energy effi ciency. The historically accurate profi les and sightlines are 

ideal for new buildings as well as replacement projects and for both 

interior and exterior applications.

Key Product Features

• Unparalleled aesthetics

• Fusion welded frame and muntin construction

• True or simulated divided lite arrow muntin options

• Virtually unlimited fi xed and operable window confi gurations

• Swing, pivot, sliding, and folding door systems

• Hope’s exclusive Power of 5™ Finishing System including hot-dip 

galvanizing, abrasion resistant epoxy powder primers, and UV-stable 

polyurethane top coats in unlimited colors

• Thermal Evolution™ technology available

• Hurricane/Impact rated options available

For more information on the product features of Hope’s Old World Suite, 

including spec sheets and drawings, visit HopesWindows.com/OldWorld

Fixed Frame

Sightline: 1"

Frame Depth: 1-3/4"

"

Operable/Door Frame

Sightline: 2-3/16"

Frame Depth: 2"

"

True Divided Lite Muntin

Sightline: 7/8"

exterior welded steel profi le

Simulated Divided Lite Muntin

Sightline: 7/8"

exterior welded steel profi le

exterior welded
steel profile

"
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Hope’s® Windows, Inc. has handcrafted the world’s fi nest windows and doors for over a century. Hope’s custom-designed, solid hot-rolled steel 

and bronze doors and windows are universally praised for their strength, durability, and unparalleled aesthetic value. Hope’s prides itself on a long-

standing commitment to safety and certifi cation, and the company subjects its products to more third-party testing than any other steel window and 

door manufacturer. Inherent material strength, along with Hope’s meticulous manufacturing processes, fi nishing techniques and extensive testing, 

result in windows and doors that last in even the most extreme environments – sustaining their beauty and performance for generations.


